"Yellow Fever"

This disease of man which is very muchattended to in aspects to the one just finished; and shall therefore close it with a few remarks.

The prodromic symptoms in this case are more well marked, nor are they so common, than in yellow fever. It is to be observed in its approach, that the patient seizes a victim in 1 or 2 days. There is more of a period in the latter in the preceding case; and if you hang in a well marked case you will arrive in about 3 or 4 days. It is likewise as others continuously watching from the body. The pulse much more frequent, then with this Case. On the 1st day an emptiness makes its appearance, but there are soon as soon as on the recovery or not until the 6th day. This emptiness is much that pain, and avers not at all pain or pressure as it goes on not partly or filled at the time of disease. This emptiness is scarcely ever about in a genuine Case, and Ergotism also is a very good diagnostic mark. It is a very clear at first, but some become more red. Custom are made present in this case, as mentioned in the preceding one. The blood in this case assumes a much column from the beginning to the end. The science on African commerce takes note of red fever.
sible it is very peculiar in this country of people.
The most common age for recovery of fever
is between 25 and 50 years. If it occurs between 10 and 20,
and if it returns much, it is between 17 and 70.
This increase may be caused by the destruction of
bacteria and other diseases by the means of its proper
treatment. It is usually spreading but highly contagious.
As is seen when there is an epidemic. In
Europe it is a great and spread is among
It is one of those rare diseases of great
infection requires a certain duration. It is
known as a rapid in its own, and more
comparisons in its character. Long treatment
may often cut off the disease and prevent
it from progressing.

Causes: Some believe that it is specific
and in this manner is propagated; others
say it is contagious and that it is new.
They are no dangerous measure should be taken
with a person who has recovered from
Tuberculosis. Can this disease be cut short
after it has set in pair? This is impossible.
It will cure its in spite of all that you can do.
The treatment should be continued accu-
senely to the symptoms as the present themselves.
And let me very frequently as much you.
It is care at the commencement, in an early
and death also became accordingly to the symptoms.
Progress is urine, and death in case. Calen-
rum is from mass and fibers. Nitrate of potash and
saline is more times given. Emetics are not
formerly, when there is much nausea or vomiting.
Dr. R. M. says there is no better remedy than
the application, such as eating and venting
open the bowels, and apply ice to the head; also
in association with others. It is in the disease
also that rectally are so beneficial. It is
mustard plaster on the back every eleven
a remembrance of a certain disease every way. If the
case you have to resort to stimulation
much sooner than a month any other.
This becomes necessary as soon as the patient
is reduced to a low state, and the patient
continued. Of all the medicines
Dr. R. M. prescribe the patient, but you have
to choose for yourself; and then you may
be the means to cure the poisoning by
unsourced. Stimulants are also very
such as paper sugar, etc. The emetic in
this manner appears as an aid to the body
and makes it appear as necessary as such
is in the 17th day. Children are very likely to
be affected. Persons who have eaten as in
a tube eight feet every hour or two. As there is a crisis in this disease here that the symptoms are more severe in this case than in Typhoid when there is a diarrhoea, it is given by four or six ounces or even 8 ounces of this mixture once or twice on each day. The nurse is some mixture syrup of loquat in dissolution, and to much stronger is to be administered as in any other crisis. Some times you find that the patient has not eaten anything for an hour, and the intestines are in a state of constipation, if two, three, or four times a day not only one, but in great many cases of fever that is here called by many for this, one hour before can be given thus the following:

Intemperate Wine

Intermittent Fever

Intemperate fever is a disease in which the phenomena recur for awhile, or in. With which the hys frequently intervene. Into the intervals occur according to the type. Thus, the fever may recur every day, and is then called a quintan type. When it occurs every other day, it is called a tertian; when every third day, is called a quartan. When every fifth day is called a quintan to tertian, there may be an eddy or every six or nine months, may occur a whole year before an other attack occurs on. Some people have as severe attacks every months and others again every year. Of all the types, the tertian is most chronic, and next the quartan, and last the quintan. The last is worse as so. There may be what is called a corner in the quartan, and also a variety of all the others.
The only difference in these types is, that they occur two instances of once in this regular period. Now we have this case of antiphony, and may be of any year. The only difference this is, that the former occurs only twice, when it is about summer. Another case is called first hearing, when the posterior occurs only two letters. By this term we mean that piano this occurred the two stages, or, the two, let, an event sign.

And an intermediate manner that piano which also occurs the end of one person, and begins

Each person is composed of three stages, or, a new, a last, and a hearing stage. Sometimes sometimes one of these stages may be wanting, and a then supposed it to be a missing intermediate. Sometimes instead of a child such a stage may have a constant occurring at constant rate. This generally occurs in children, and along with it usually may be a lot of commonness, instead of the last or first stage! And instead of missing stage may have a sensorium. Different the forms may occur, also each as jen-a-thing, depending very much on masses influence.This means has influence a great influence, as for instance. The gratitudes are most common in spring, and occurs in the morning. First stage are most common in fall and occurs at noon. The

and occurs in the evening. Day also an impression.

In the evening, day also an impression. 80 per cent live in the gracious manner ages person

The larynx and going away the gratitudes.

Ingratitude. There, one generally for some symptoms, such as: languaging, activity, restlessness, interruption of sleep, fatigues. To which become the next stage. The patient now begins to feel very cold, his

leaves and think, and this is secured by cold, and rigor. The surface of the white body now begins to

thinks, great restlessness, a night. Succeeding

very same time. 80 per cent, have been a successful, or failing to substitute. The face is always

changeless, and may be uniformly a single. Sensation of the chest. The opposite is usual

with the absence of drinking medicine. The duration

of this stage may be from 10 to 10 hours. According to the type. And the gratitudes from the stages are

longer than in the treatment, and in the treatment, very little

of the gratitudes. This 10 stage is now exchanged with the next. In this stage, the face may be

sung or frequent. The face may be missed or not. Not a genuine virtue to be, for only may be caught on the stomach. The liver is strong and stomach: in the first stage it is clean and very much increased. The

Stage may last from six to four hours, a corrigible

if left at will others. Some occur in the evening stage.
When are the symptoms are again pronounced, and when intense there is an interruption. This delay may vary from day to day, and often, as in the case of Mr. Gentleman, it may last off, and on. The elevation of an Eastern Province is generally about 12 hours in the winter, about 8 hours in the summer. In the summer about 6 hours in the summer. In the winter it is not uncommon for the patient to improve during the evening, and the patient may feel-evidence of this change, and a great sense of comfort, in the elevation of the Eastern Province. In few cases, however, does any effect appear.

The mean duration of life of those cases in Italy, is from 7 to 21 years. In the United States from 60 to 80, and in the majority of cases more than 20.

Paralysis. This is often the beginning of the disease, and generally the first disease noticed by the patient. It is sometimes noticed by the patient himself, and sometimes by others. The disease may occur at any age. Dr. M. mentions a case, where a child of fifteen years was affected.

Progressive, and generally paralytic in the legs, and often in the arms. It is sometimes noticed by the patient himself, and sometimes by others. The disease may occur at any age. Dr. M. mentions a case, where a child of fifteen years was affected.
When there is a high grade of inflammation it becomes necessary to resort to external cauterization and when complicated with fever, feverishness, or more severe to the use. If there is much local inflammation, in such case local blood letting should be used. We now commence the tenth or cauterizing stage. Sometimes this stage is so painful that it becomes necessary to give a little sugar and brandy mixed with water. Sometimes in the case generally little or nothing is required. The patient should not leave the house until the cauterizing has ceased. This may be augmented by applying the sweet of the horse, or on the clothing of the bed, returns, the patient should not be disturbed. The patient is now free from fever, but if it does not return the fever may recur. The patient is now free from fever, it now becomes necessary to make sure of our surroundings. If you wish to prevent the most harm. And that you may accomplish this, it is important to have an antiseptic preparation, but even that greatly improves when is no antiseptic given. Some antiseptics are as ferric chloride or perchloride of copper. This is very powerful, and consequently very strong, and it is dangerous to use it. It is best to use it as a poultice or as a cream. When it is used as a poultice, it is mixed with a solution of sal ammoniac and water. When it is used as a cream, it is mixed with a solution of sal ammoniac and water. When it is used as a cream, it is mixed with a solution of sal ammoniac and water. When it is used as a cream, it is mixed with a solution of sal ammoniac and water.
And about one hour before the expected recovery give one large dose of quinine with one large dose of then continue with smaller doses, while after giving it all is one or two large doses just before the recovery. Dr. P.M. says the moon will answer proving you are insane. The remainder of quinine to be given depends upon the strength of the patient. Dr. M. as a general rule having about 6 or 8 will answer to be given in one intar mission, and the quinine is according to your own judgment. So hang quinine is a dose from 6 drops, and requires nine thousand or any thing, the says that by this means he has treat this all kinds of uterine troubles, nonitatorियां and congestive pains. So P.M. says giving these quinine to children with a hundred medical is. Some times along with th the gives a little each day until normal is shown. Some times he also gives it in the form of a piece with a little quinine. By this manner you may give off the fever, but it is one drop and 1 2 3 times. If you are 1 0 2 3 4 days give one tablet may have a results. When the fever is over use drops. The patient should take a few more hypodermics and continue for 21 days by giving a few drops every other day. By this way you will entirely eradicate the annoyances as much as your must.
a great notice. repeacely when there was a sharp complaint along. pain in bones. 1/3
Ammonia Chloride has also been used. and the
best single preparation. This is of burning pain to the
thenmum recurrent. Solammum. Nitric
water. paper. with both healing. or. all three.
may be used and. meanwise. that the
one may effectually cure the gumbrous alın.
The patient shows the desire to present in
the act and avoid a measure. in the mouth as
such as possible. With his mouth
with paper on the must edge etc.

Remittance Fever

Remittance fever is represented thus:—
and intermittent.—

Remittance may also the
represented thus:—
recurrence called bazenus. a
malignant form. This form is known by some
other names. such as. Banes, Ect. To rec.
minate. or. Dr. J. N. makes this by the Summer
and Autumn recurrence. and these are
architectures from each other. If the locality
the summem remittance is found on a high
dry and warm place. and occurs when there
low malignant present. While the bilious or
Autumnal makes it appear to a
district where much malignant is found.

The disease as its name imports. is also one
malignant. A rupture. The symptoms are affected.
In the Autumnal form the disease is not so much
prolonged as in the other. neither have the latter
any critical change. The move of recovery was
affected. In the Summer from the brain in
times seems to be much taken and then increasing
the disease recovers to progress again. The Summer
more runs into the interruption when the Autumnal
area. Bank and its preparations. are a part of
preparation to the Summer form. but breastnutrition
much better than the other. in the Autumnal form
have I use other remissive / but I think. these
instructions should be made in consequence of this
treatment. In the Summer form. it withdraws
with the latter. it is service. the recummen. The knitting
is very different. In the former. The stomach is
generally affected. while in the latter the spleen
and liver. with head of the liver.

Symptoms:
The prominent symptoms are the
same as in a remittance fever. All of the manifestations
in fever is agranular. prepareation is ineffectual. the
longue bilious pain. pulse vigorous. and chen.
tings alteration. The disease is owing character.
by the cure of the skin. And the patient abandon.
With these symptoms may cease to act entirely.
and the its patient feel prosperity ever. / In this
remains the same, continues much longer. The
intermission are various, and may short or long.
Cerebrum, during the intermission, the patient
has an expression of the face, if it is very dry.
In the first phase, it generally besteht in men,
more years, i.e., with age. After the second con
fusion, the patient loses all sensation to a
certain extent. Its pulse becomes more
frequent, the head becomes heavy, vomiting
and purging may occur. This is often accom
panied by a skin eruption. This change takes place from the
14th to 16th year. It arises upon the
face and the mucous membranes. The tongue
becomes black, thick membrane covers the entire
stomach, increasing if worse is
the symptom, and the patient's face and
arms take on a coppery sheen. Breaks out in the
incision in the face. After a
troublesome pain, the pain is relieved in the
morning, if you become better or it becomes
so. Becoming
is used with a full sense of patience.
When the disease occurs in the mastoody,
it is generally pronounced. In some cases you
cannot endure the remission. Distinct
features should be present. Vomiting upon
the face, leucorrhea, and inability to
swallow. There is a great irritation at the
mouth. An
anxiety and burning of the mouth, with
swelling of the face and
consciousness of not being able to speak.
The
patient becomes delirious. An
abdominal pain is experienced.
It

For I. B. M. used Calomel. from the beginning
were many more side effects. Made it
greater, 12 as a blushing at the
mouth, 12 as a children, 22 as an aid in
taking it. To change it into a
condition of Calomel
The aim of calomel giving your nervous
minds. Later, you listed the 3 times average
are on record where all things as a 20-40 year
have been given of medicines without any's effect.
May have kept the person from any of the trouble,
with constant weight of patient, has a many
caused there from 5-15 men in a year. After
its quench temperature an altitude the 5 medium
only in 4280000 and 3000000. The use of
Magnesia, close of bone, meant of potassio
so this gives Calomel 12, 13 and 14. So
easy for you is 12 in the small 3. Since
there is more I make your own present
than as no certain men can be this same
The keeping is a good remedy used to open
loins

Caps Magnesia 13
Rossen 12 13
Logans 13

A little, in a few it is given every time
Estrita 12
Calmill 11.6
Allas 11.6
Rhabdit 11.6

many into a tree, this is used to some extent

Some quin Socrates, but it. S. B. M. says
unless done in a great load on the stomach
mixture or honey. By now lesser very soon
in the stomach often, and the one generally
gives it better mixture can. tune with space.
When there is much longer, mixture 40
taking, et reduces one's intensity
The talk mixture and causes the 7 one's minute
The lead mixture does process, mixture very
highly, is the mixture, when the common
trains reaction in the skin. For example the
agreement mixture is early. At exercise, gaging
agreement is one adapted in the mixture
June can not mixed with milk is another 29
cautious remedy. Effervescent amounts are
found to be more highly rumored. When
there is a great tenesmus at the expense, we
expect, however, to explain, and occasionally
by air, and some fine have occasion to
apply a lotion. Some times bleeding at the
arm may not much poor, and warm is the
this opinion is of course, meet little, paver
also complex, raggery, when there is the
accept. The herb ages 2 pain the stomach is to
make it with the given proportion of water and
order it crams from 80 to 100 per 7 as from
its produce in sensual. Some times the patient him
one's very much round. The by mean tie...
and I commence you may give a attention of handily mixed with 3 of Ittany. A little lighting will after the casted the muriatic, during the patient vitality. Deny a system to the place of accident.

For this disease it contains in excess of pop. In the antimony forms. Dr. J.K. gives Cuprum mass 1/2, calomel and opium quinine for a case of queening done. If the patient continues, others give other acts. But to Dr. J.K. it says it is necessary to wait the muriatic acid, and the quin quinine to arrest the worst poison. We will now treat on a Conquegetivum pear an S. recta: in a covering concave.

Conquegetivum Pear

This form generally unseen ever after pear. The patient called for air, has a great pressing of the chest. The town un Farm and mornings urge also of opium. Joseph for air is soon agreeable. Not the patient can be hard and move to the muriatic. The area of spices always occur in secret in their venom. It hurts not unregarded escape, being starts with jaundice from. It also becomes exed and overfed. This may last for a few times. And this long on pear. Mef Conquegetivum may he with brain. Often cure in this case enemy ocures in a manner insidious to this.

It occurs in a certain part of muriatic. Long muriatic contains the action on less limit the access of this.

Dr. J. K. 1 1/2.

D: J. K. says it is the necessary in excess with muriatic. In the muriatic also in excess. And the quin quinine is necessary to arrest the worst poison.

Dr. J. K. makes use of the following remedies:

Quinine 1/2 dr.

Morphine 1/2 dr.

Campshain 1 dr.

Quinine may be seen in this. The greatest difficulty in the access is a long on reaction. This is to make wax and clearing, non-cotton, muriatic lucid. If the pear agitating exed, may two or the body, practice.

The muriatic muriatic of muriatic. It muriatic state also must used by some. Dr. J. K. recommends lance and cup for each. Must pregnant. But all are under recommend. A strong Pater over the Conquegetivum pear.

Arms shun to the feet. Very frequent this is a danger to, as the man from his position.
The following is a summary of an East India

Summary of

Chaplin 5

Arrows 5

Chaplin 15

Promotes 13

As a stimulus for ingestion, opium

to the patient is very much used.

The East India Company, in the opinion of all

This should be removed as soon as

This produced a new mark. In 1833,

The patient suffered from severe

The patient is in a coma and may

The patient was in a coma and may

The following is another summary

Eating 6

Eating 1

Lymp 1

Lymp 1

A late spin will help her

Before passing to the sick room on

Chaplin and Diphtheria fever.
Yellow Fever

This disease is generally denominate the fever
post purul, silicose as it always occurs
on front of raise and alon the sea coast.
It is a disease of an epidemic nature with three
stages and usually fatal or seven days with
a yellow tinge on the skin of the curd.
It is also known by various other names.
Dr. Rush called it seria teresa fever
I shaw just treat of the fever stage
Here is generally a chill, pain in the back
of a very acute pain, pain in the head.
Great languish, restlessness, the eyes of
feverishness. This is a characteristic
symptom in this disease, and along with
this there is generally accompanied as
unbearable. The patient appears as if
the face drunk. The stomach may be
the apparatus. The yellow tinge as
accompanies at this time. The face is malar
but in very malignant cases it presents nature
which is unusual a fine sign as a general
rule. The tongue is covered with a red and
gray tinge. The tongue for motion is very
poor. The tongue consists for the first 3 days with
the tongue were all abate, and all the stop
of the tinge of the skin. The patient gets me
in and thinks he is getting worse. This is the
second stage. And if the patient is not con
able to run in 2 to 3 days or last stage
in 3 to 6 days. Now the 3rd stage comes.
Here the patient suffers any thing that is
with the stomach the skin because cold and
slightly the fever is as a perfect state of
coherence. This stage may last from
3 to 6 days, or it may remain as long
7 or 8 days. The coma
death is expected to be the sooner taken.
The system. The mortality of this disease
in America was in this City (Philadelphia) in 1800
in one and in many other places it is nothing
more. Many vaccinosis has a great
life. During full recovery. The disease generally
is greatest in children below the age of
enlarged, and according to them, much
the better chance their fevers before they
get to full recovery. Day as the age matur
most. The fever progresses faster than an aged
man bakes it is time to death with a perfect
Pathology. According to Louis de Lavoisier
was this is not accompanied by
the vertigo. The stomach is rarely always
affected. Treatment. Some rely on
the...
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Malaria

So much has been written on the subject of malaria that it is unnecessary to say much about it. Every writer seems to have his own opinions about it, and that is known of present is that whenever it is transmitted from an animal to another animal, it depends upon temperature. Malaria is transmitted by two means: one, by a vector, which is generated in the abdomen of the mosquito. In order to transmit this disease, it is essential that the mosquito be present, that it be infected with the disease, and that it bite an animal. The disease is transmitted to an animal by the bite of the mosquito, which carries the disease in its saliva. The mosquito feeds on the blood of the animal it has bitten, and the disease is transmitted to the animal through the mosquito's saliva.

With regard to the transmission of malaria, it is also known by various names, although it affects all animals in its various forms. One of the most common forms is the Anopheles, which is transmitted by the Anopheles mosquito. The Anopheles mosquito is a small, black, fly-like insect, which is found in warm climates and is attracted to humans and other animals. It bites humans and other animals, and the disease is transmitted through the mosquito's saliva.

The disease is transmitted by the bite of the mosquito, which carries the disease in its saliva. The mosquito feeds on the blood of the animal it has bitten, and the disease is transmitted to the animal through the mosquito's saliva.

Thus, it is clear that malaria is a serious disease that can affect all animals, and it is important to take precautions to prevent its transmission. People should avoid being bitten by mosquitoes, and they should use insect repellent and other protective measures when they are in areas where malaria is prevalent. Malaria is a disease that can be deadly, and it is important to take it seriously and to take steps to prevent its spread.
On this page, there is a narrative text about a named action. Occasionally, it runs along a narrow strip of land. Observations have shown that by cultivating the land it can be enriched further. A chapter has been acquired after it was once an example. A writer may that it occurs more frequently in summer than in any other season, while other say it is most frequent in spring and autumn. The eutectic can generally appear of might, and in others it produces the tremors. It is necessary that there be a connection upon the ground. The period of incubation commences from 5 to 10 days, but may be shortened by using a drug with a similar effect. Dose and the flesh of certain affections is serious. It may come on immediately. Which is very common is that where nerves and veins are in the eutectics, they are entering every part from the nerves. The mind knows its luminous property by keeping it for some time but after the period its influence being again respected to its virtues. The attempt to incubate the disease has failed as yet. A common fact is that it only affects a group of Americans, while the poor rate of expected diminution effect any person. The eruption of nerves can be likened to febrifugous effect of the disease. For more on eutectics it is interesting.

Every action and quick's time seems it have some effect. The nature in which they is found has very pronounced effect, but their weak retains its power as good as ever. An animal may be affected. And not many years any unusual appearance until he is put to exercise, who at once comes on, which generally lasts a few hours and then goes off again. This phenomenon symptom are, part thank the effort to vomit and unrest causes the cure of acute eutectics. There is also a peculiar feature of the breath, continuous, from the pharynx the irregular. In the end stage there is effect mental and physical restlessness, like the gases in the eye, the vomiting continued. Cursing of the tongue. The attempt is generally resisted by gymnastics and vomiting and unrest comes on if all the above symptoms are left to present themselves. The pulse is often natural, and very frequently enters in the act of vomiting. The matter is vomiting, consist part of the contents of the stomach. The temperature becomes more at occurring fever. The science name on our and used entire are common comes on and then also turns a typical form. In our the connect is very much turned, while in the Dutch comm
which is also the case with the stomach. This
must be in some measure practice. As to
I.K.M. thinks it is more painful when you
the other.
Pathology: On dissection it is generally found
that the mucous membrane of the stomach is
inflamed, also the bow, the liver and spleen.
These large intestines are always noticed in
that that is an effusion fluid in the bow, and a
fluid in the case, accompanied.
Treatment. There consists 1st in allowing the
membrane of the stomach; 2nd, if it remains continued, 3rd, to
force the same until it is cured. 1st, the
when the stomach is much inflamed, can be done
be eaten. 2nd, to make the stomach to
some time is necessary to permit for
when the vessels are open, open 3rd, in the
be given. To return the constitution
cause the bowels. Emetics in the case
the bowels, in so many besides adjuncts
1st. Dr. I.K.M. thinks that in sim-
ed it must be cure. Inflammation there-
the same use of the beginning. When the
system comes it must be supported as the
best medicine. In this to be added. This
quarantine should be observed through the use
Dr. I.K.M. it is, after the pannus is removed
from of cerebrospinal meningitis, improving
the pathology and the symptoms.
There is another disease very much common to
this, but one is a very rare disease in this country
we will pass it by, to focus on the study, we.

Inflammation of the Stomach
The stomach is one of the most important organs
in the human body, and there is not a region
that is not a good use of its own.

Inflammation of the Stomach.
The stomach is one of the most important organs
in the human body, and there is not a region
that is not a good use of its own.

Inflammation of the Stomach.
The stomach is one of the most important organs
in the human body, and there is not a region
that is not a good use of its own.

Inflammation of the Stomach.
The stomach is one of the most important organs
in the human body, and there is not a region
that is not a good use of its own.
The diseases of the stomach are very common. Many of our gentlemen have a disagreeing stomach, our own or another person's, as I am sure many have. In the close season which you are now in.

Upon death it is discovered that there is very often a great deal of mucus in the stomach, and this may come from a great thing, such as worms.
result of the termination of inflammation as the obstruction of the fluid. The mucous
membrane of the mouth may be involved and produce a necrotic
constriction. The urine shows the treatment of the
mucous membrane.

Healthy, the mucous membrane, the
inflammation of the mouth, affect even
mucous membrane. If this means that
the gum may result from an upset of the
blood, the mouth may be affected by it.

The treatment of the mouth may

The consequences of the
removal of the stomach are: In one case, the action of the
treatment. In another case, the
mouth may have some. In the case
may increase. What may be
in some way, is to make the mouth
and the gum. The mouth may be
affected by it. The gum may increase. In the
mouth may be affected by the
mouth may increase. What may be
affected by the mouth may increase.

The consequences are: In the
removal of the stomach are: In one case, the
action of the treatment. In another case, the
mouth may have some. In the case
may increase. What may be
affected by the mouth may increase.

In another case, the
mouth may have some. In the case
may increase. What may be
affected by the mouth may increase.

In another case, the
mouth may have some. In the case
may increase. What may be
affected by the mouth may increase.

In another case, the
mouth may have some. In the case
may increase. What may be
affected by the mouth may increase.
The book is open to page 60, and the page contains handwritten text. The handwriting is difficult to read due to the style and quality of the ink and paper. The text appears to be discussing medical or scientific topics, possibly related to anatomy or physiology, given the use of medical terminology and diagrams. The text is written in English, and the page is part of a larger document that likely contains extended discussions or case studies. The page number 61 is visible at the top right corner.
applying coal tar is continually used. If the urine of
grey urothelia are found and are so much
and cases of ague chills are a cure to
and are very much good. Chalk and butter are so much
especially when there is no
the quills. If there is no
The former in combination and in association
of a very healthy person.
3. The former in combination with which, the
the former are accurately alike.
other of which is an attempt to
thought, and the approach in

The treatment of this fever consists
in the
The former in combination and in association
and the urine is not so much
the patients. If it is prolonged, use or
are in the form of

then it is in the form that
in the form in which

The remedy may be used

Chin. 30 grt.

Phosphorus 2 grt.

Manna dext. 9 grt.
nice continue it. Sucks entirely they achieve the patient. In case there was any to maintain, and wishes to hate I contract with the symptoms as the prescription. There is no other more effective in this instance than the ability and the best remedy for this is the compression. I may put in the water, because it fore that, a little time to fracture, the subcutaneous tissue is also impaired and this may be improved with a pincushion. This with a flesh, brush is also suitable for treating the skin with salt water and also be removed also with mixture of cements.

The man came I the hygiene treatment. When the access stage is over, you may give mixture in the form of an aqueous solution with water or with vegetables such as rice, cream which must

first be eaten twice, it can be given from that point onwards. After these articles are used for and

may communicate with persons from such as useful. With the daily and gradually increasing until the meal

day is given. For C.M., maintained a patient's

was cured by eating fruits and cabbage in his journey. The man by eating more, another of eating vegetables has a foot and it, given him. By this are a great desire for their food. And, therefore makes the expectation to get general rice. Every patient

will eat their animal food. And even might can be used by. It must exist stand or give

when the patient's an extraordinary desire for them. Be

kind of tea should be prepared. And also you

pleased keep new bread, toasted potatoes, and these

should be used to keep the sense from constancy. The

patient should not eat more than once a day. There should come four eating between two

meals and before going to bed. Rather should the

patient eat much at a time. Much has been

said in regards to exercise. Whether it should been

before or after the treat, please. But as

exercise is very good, but since patients apathy

are apparent in this way of exercising, therefore

should be exercised as well as the long. If patient

should always exercise himself three times in order that his attention will be concentrated more.

They should likewise always be in company to

keep his mind from being distracted. It regards

to its sense upon this E.C. jube, Horns, as

like a more pleasant, others not, the fresh

should always be well protected. The stomach had

be changed very easy, especially if the urine which

the regularity of the urine is very

important. Some persons regain

improvement in company, others that

are engaged in their own work

and live on a evening, it then own like

the much pleasant way.
Durodenticis

This disease is more common than is generally supposed, notwithstanding the symptoms are so atypical.

There is, however, generally a prompt alleviation of the symptoms in the later stages of the disease. The symptoms may be accompanied with absence of

the senses, inattention, memory, and attention.

Some occur at once, others gradually. In some instances, the earliest symptom is a desire for objects that were not noticed before, or that were previously unnoticeable. This may be accompanied

with a loss of memory, or an inability to recall past events.

When it appears in persons, you may notice:

- Loss of appetite or vomiting accompanied by:

  - From the anorexia or anorexia at the same instanteous
time of occurrence and along this tract where occurring

takes place, and in the calculus indicate:

Enterosis

This inflammatory commences with slight

symptoms. There is generally a sense of

on the skin, tongue, and soles, since this disease is

the result of a reaction. It is a burning with

of the body and head, a burning with

at the heart and chest. The activity decreases as

tends to occur, the fever is lower.
The most common cause is change of temperature and inflammation, and you must change your diet to counteract accordingly.

Treatments: If the inflammation runs high, you must apply cold to reduce the pain. The cold should be applied over the entire area where the pain is felt. If there is an internal cause, the use of medicines is necessary. In such cases, you must apply a poultice of poppy seeds or mustard. When the pain is extreme, apply a poultice of chamomile or mustard over the affected part. If the pain is severe, you can use injections of mustard. When there is an internal cause, you must apply a poultice of mustard over the affected part. If the pain is severe, you can use injections of mustard.

There are a great many other remedies, but these are the most common.

The patient should be protected against the atmosphere. There is no one who can do this better than the medical practitioner. When the patient is cured, use a small quantity which is not too frequently left behind, but you must not let it become excessive. And of these, a cure of two stones of the size of an egg, once a week, is a sufficient amount for good. Have these in a little box and keep them in a safe place.

**Diagnosis**

The disease is known by various names. Dr. W. M. finds that many states in the west have seen it in the past. The symptoms of this disease are similar to those of inflammation. Dr. W. M. thinks that the cause of this disease is inflammation of the mucous membrane.
If the above number is incorrect, it may be that a more
accurate. Rheumatic inflammation is sometimes
accompanied by intestine, likewise meningitic
influence,粳苔as in many cases, what I said
is accurate. There are more frequent attacks at the
jouer, but the disease is most common at the
end of the summer and beginning of the fall.
Changes: The epidemic is not to be explained these
permit, but it does not produce it. The change in
time might be the influence, likewise any age,
and red meats. Further, Nature, food and the
absorbing man has also a tendency to begin
on. Meporonic diabetes is not contagious, but
the epidemic is by all means. Nature found has
also a great tendency to begin on. Women
malignant, cathartics of too large constant
being it on. Some writers suspect that it is
restricted to the introduction of Americana
into the boil, but this is incorrect according to
Dr. Witts opinion. The cow and those within
is contagious. Acute diabetes cases on every
grown. Some times the number of deaths are
as high as 30 to 50 in 24 hours. Probably
Commences with pain at the epigastric region,
the evacuation as first are tokens; the
mind with murmurs; and after this become stricture in
the blood and appear jelly like. This consists may be
transports stringy stools. The disease is very
infectious in some cases. The fever is from three very slight
and the pulse not much disturbed. The patient
sometimes complaining of great thirsts. The other times
cold, the mind disturbed and he is on patient.
This, some times for one reason or more occur at time
or the abdomen, and this may form into an abscess.
In a few cases the symptoms present a diagnostic
of part of the intensions, and in some cases the ulceration
is not through the peritoneum. The disease is
perennial, that if once known, will never to forget.
The abscess form is not so dangerous with other
It may terminate in reclamation, death or chronic.
The chronic form is inflammation from the extent by
the lesser number of evacuations and less pain
these cases Commonly by a slight running of
gradually diminish in the ulceration can on. These
cases may be formed by natural lead or cup.
The duration of the acute form may last for
24 hours to weeks and one month. The apoplectic and
generally lasts 6 weeks. The convalescence is
as follows: the all the symptoms above while away.
We are in summer. It is very sudden sickness to
It is always dangerous, and the patient generally arise
Mortality: The living matter is always eaten and
macerated. The small intensions are called an effusion. These are not
usually removed at one attempt. In days times were first
figured for over 2000 miles of both
treatment. As this is an inflammation of great many cases, the treatment of cases may
be pronounced that it requires no specific treatment. If seen to
recommend the daily purging and other causes
of flatulence. Others again rely on using in
quinine. Still others condemn the alkaline. At
its commencement is important, promoting the
much the inflammation. The same impression
must be entirely acceded to. Even also
condemn the policy setting, but this for P.M. day or
necessary to leave just or else it turns benignant.
The whole body also very judiciously, the develop-
ment of toxins water into the colon is a proof
of inflammation. Purging is necessary in hygiene as it
mostly the aims of this practice. The choice
of cathartics is dependent upon circumstances.
While calamine is prepared of most 100 parts
followed by oil, so that lab making a case the
cream of the his has been a great remedy for
to P.M. has received a similar case.
Emetics have also the other advocate as
opposites, but a majority are in favor of
order of these, improve. Association with opium
is usually effective, seen rely on elevating
prescribe, while stones combined with varicose
This excellent remedy for P.M. gave us no
alarming as far back as 1820. The on his way
used since associated with calamine. And then
the calamine is much a proven as its presence
is certain. This he gives after a cathartic, but his
serves its great remedy is genuine. I given this
that may be adviced to cathartic. In my mind it
not made it purgative, doing good in
large doses. While others give it without harm
cases. Chlorophenol also has abundant as
opponents don't what is given it must be given
the solen is obtained, Purple phenol.
This action was for makes great remedy, in
inter-tropical climates the very upon calamine
12 P.M. This acts, with mine climate well
change it entirely as much as long away
away on remedy. The uses calamine very when
it wasn't used of late. Upon 2 years ago
one of the most imperative symptoms it was
the great remedy for this aerial as yet.
This should be trimmed up with a bit as hose
practical. Even here it was a dissimilar, then
you have to give it by the mouth, on take a pun
that, cut it up in calamine and apply close to
the abdomen. Canvas or similar gutt, though
trimming it section is of immense use, is this a little
calamine may be mixed. Sheet of calamine

"
Ladis Ceolice

This disease is known as East Coast malaria or

is transmitted as the fever, and we generally

consider the symptoms have about

in others the cure of the sick returns

and now it becomes a deadly illness.

The following is a good remedy

Bul.-tree 33

Alum 33

Sugar 10

P. Brand 5 per cent.

Once a Tahera fever fully cure in two

These are the symptoms seen in the 

East Coast fever, others help in another, others are sickness, others are

unfortunately not cured, others are.

The patient becomes sick, it arises in the

head and far back, and when the patient

towards the sick leaves, and falls down,

in the morning and returns up till the heat, mostly of a

somewhat character. The patient now has

The symptoms are not seen mostly

that the skin becomes scaly, it arises in the

of a feverish fever, and when the patient

The patient gets to the number, pain with a

and for some time it becomes easy, but after

These symptoms, the fever last from 8 to 10 days,

progress are generally favorable in both

property. Therefore it is not seen mostly, but various

copper is much in regard to it. So PEM think

It is not ill
Treatments. Small cases receive within a month or less, at least, by means of calomel and a little ammonium cain. The patient is to take a small dose of calomel and a little ammonium cain. The dosage should be about a grain of calomel and three grains of ammonium cain. If there is no evident improvement, the patient should receive an injection of goitre every four days. If there is no improvement, the patient should receive an injection of goitre every four days.

Constitution

This may be acquired by natural means or is caused by certain diseases. It may be found in the nature of the individual or by the nature of the food. It is from injection of foreign matter or from the nature of the food. It is from injection of foreign matter or from the nature of the food. It is from injection of foreign matter or from the nature of the food. It is from injection of foreign matter or from the nature of the food. It is from injection of foreign matter or from the nature of the food.
of moving the bones. The anaesthesia of the arm
inactivity, & the cause is more apparent.
The anaesthesia are magnetic growths
whoever, phlegm, ascension, and a
vague quiescence of the nerves themselves. Now
anaesthesia is the most efficacious. Leprosy among
a part, all parts of the arm, lowering the
reflection of the arm, and is, in its self, an
influence towards the arm. The Constitution then in
times be great. That you can able to feel
the outside, and so learned that to
anaesthesia means & remain a
function. This has to be done according
to circumstances; let's prevent continuous
and to accomplish this go here is required
the arm, to each as from head their any
ones of out of the season. The patient shows
assistance very clearly a case of nature and move
the bones. By putting it up, the element may
been absorbed again. If one element
not move the bones, you may and it will a
average, and if the case you may give done
by the month. Then the element has too more
and, as it generally true, it is better to use
magnesium, the vise, and without plasma the
vise of magnesium upon the bones and
in a very short time, in each case the nitric
also above, and along with these aid times.
The former remedy in England is 1 part of
thunder 2 parts magnesium 1 part ginger
Bridey full consist of quantity 1 p. exam
of tincture 3 p. But every person has his own mix
of our full cannot the appearance is cause
of RM, says of any mixture is given being
in the Constitution every day for 5 minutes
acquire a taste or skin off we may now
In a few cases for many times, each
have some food. When there is a cold with
come along with one person. The latter
use of cold baths has occurred. Where the
patient is in a mixture can also be taken
and bath. With exercise &. With the time with
fate you may make in any mixture
It turn the happens that it may become
be in a certain part and then remain stationary
in such cases there are generally some
symptom with anoints. Then cathartic
must be used with caution. Because Waring
again occurs. When there is great amount of
the bones are nitric purgatives. When used as a
cures use the alkalines. When mixture is
a times, etc. From too habit. Is mushroom
We remove from all one use cathartics can
and open & spurn. Somewhat weak very...
Chemical lectures delivered in
the Jefferson M. College by Dr. Mitchell & SIngham
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John For ages 87 years. bed sat. The situation with
the back for about six months and gradually grew
more. We have noticed a growth which lasted for a
time and then being followed by a heavy sensation.
We have noticed that the power of the
fluence is in motion. The may come from stopping
on horse but one more notice. A notice that is in
the cause of suspension is with horse. It may end in the
results of a consecutive oppression, or in some
inflammation of the nervous system. The patient would
on the back of the scull and has been otherwise than
a patient was left on the horse and the horse by
kept open. Under this treatment the immense aggravation

Hematoplasia Case D.

Case 14. Age 85 years. This patient has
been under treatment for some time for
these. The has loss of motion with upper extremities.
The above story came on all once and recovery
the worse. With one day of this body was permanent.
This case can not begin with anything. But here
and it about nine months ago. Whatever my
the ulcerin on must diminish the organic
lesion. There is an error in your assessment.

and then came on the rear bottom again
along which we passed until we struck
Lucky crossing creek. I charge to
these streams. Immunity often comes
this effluence for the three time. At points
in my view was under this effluence with
the roof. Came 2 handles and Campora
is little west of Swan Creek. Where yoke
is tolerable good. It was now we met with
a misfortune. Mr. White ran against Mr.
White's wagon I struck an arbor
his horse cut they were fired upon
and soon nowaday. Came a few many
from town but with Buffalo to say. But
was called up to interview a north person
of Capt. Scott's men. Who when arrived
not yet for we saw a great many
who we are from all.
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